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A LETTER FROM THE MANAGING EDITORS...

As Weber once remarked of Mozart, "To my own artistic sensibility this joyful creation, glowing with abundant youthful strength and maidenly gentleness, is especially attractive." This year's UR, a cumulative work encompassing the last two years, is our "joyful celebration" - one we hope accomplishes its end of spotlighting the best and brightest of Illinois Wesleyan writers and their writing.

Yet it is not our creation alone. As joint editors we have been most fortunate in our undertaking to be supported by a gifted UR staff, an enthusiastic Student Senate, and an encouraging Dean Hurwitz. Our thanks also must go out to Dr. Bray for his needed guidance and Spen Sauter for his equally important support - and to everyone who had the patience to see this project completed.

Most of all, we must thank those in the student body who have devoted their time and energies to the pursuance of intellectual heights that made this record of intellectual achievement possible - and will keep it alive in future years. To you this book is dedicated.
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